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DESIGN LAYOUT FOR A DENSE MEMORY 
CELL STRUCTURE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a Semiconductor memory 
Structure, and more particularly to a design layout, i.e., 
arrangement, for a Semiconductor memory Structure which 
includes a double wiggled wordline offset that increases the 
effective channel length of the array device without con 
Stricting the area for the capacitor contacts as is typically the 
case with prior art wiggled Wordline arrangements. In the 
present invention, various offsets are employed to achieve 
maximized channel length, while maintaining maximized 
contact areas for the bitline contacts and the capacitor 
COntactS. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In Semiconductor memory device manufacturing, the 
channel length of the DRAM (dynamic random access 
memory) transfer gate devices continues to shrink aggres 
Sively. Conventional Scaling techniques are limited in their 
applicability for low leakage DRAM transfer devices. There 
is thus a need for novel cell layouts which provide only 
limited shrinking of the channel length. 
As the DRAM cell size decreases, the transfer gate (i.e., 

gate polysilicon) has consequently shrunk with it. Earlier 
cell sizes (>8F) allow for wiggled gates to keep the array 
transistor off leakage to a minimum. With the onset of 8F 
and other denser memory cells with equal lines and Spaces 
at minimum feature size, F, in the Wordline direction, there 
is need to provide larger gate lengths of the array transistors 
So as to ensure retention of Stored data. Large gate lengths 
are especially required to allow for using a "hard” device 
turnoff. With small gate lengths, a hard turnoff oftentimes 
results in Some loSS of Stored information. In contrast, larger 
gate lengths prevent loss of data during a hard device 
turnoff. 
A typical prior art design layout for a Sub-8F memory 

cell is shown in FIG.1. Specifically, FIG. 1 is a top view of 
a prior art 6F memory cell which includes vertical bitlines 
10, horizontal wordlines 12, capacitor contacts 14, bitline 
contacts 16, and active (diffusion) areas 18 that include a 
Source region and a drain region. AS Shown in FIG. 1, the 
distance between each wordline is 1F, whereas the distance 
between each bitline is 2F. 

Reference is now made to the top, right hand corner of 
FIG. 1 in which the distances between 4 neighboring con 
tacts (labeled as A, B, C and D, respectively) are shown. It 
should be noted that the distance between AB represents the 
channel length of the gate polysilicon on the active area of 
the layout, while the distance DC represents the length of the 
Wordline on an isolation region. An expanded view of this 
region of the prior art layout is shown in FIG. 2. As is shown 
in FIG. 2, the distance between contacts represented as AB, 
CD, AC is the same and is approximately 2.24 F. However, 
the distance between contacts BC and DA is only about 2F. 

The prior art structure shown in FIGS. 1-2 exhibits short 
channel effects because of the 1F nominal channel length. 
For improved device performance, channel length AB needs 
to be maximized and the distances between any contact 
needs to be the same. 
To maximize the gate length AB, wiggled Wordline design 

layouts, Such as shown in FIG. 3, are typically employed. In 
the wiggled Wordline design of prior art Structures, the 
Wordlines are made to jog about the various contact regions 
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2 
of the memory cells. Despite obtaining maximum gate 
lengths on the active areas and maximum contact areas for 
bitline contacts, prior art wiggled wordline design layouts do 
not achieve maximum contact area for the capacitor con 
tacts. Instead, the contact area of the capacitor contacts in 
prior art wiggled wordline Structures is constricted. Because 
of this constriction, prior art wiggled wordlines have a high 
contact resistance associated therewith. 

In view of the drawbacks with prior art memory 
Structures, there is a continued need to develop new and 
improved design layouts for memory cells in which the 
channel length of the gate conductor on the active areas is 
maximized, while maintaining maximum contact areas for 
both the bitline contact and the capacitor contact. Such a 
design layout would be extremely beneficial Since it would 
result in a memory Structure having improved operation 
properties as compared to prior art wiggled Wordline 
designs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

One object of the present invention is to provide a design 
layout for a dense memory cell (sub-8F) structure that 
achieves a maximized gate conductor channel length So as to 
permit the array device to be turned off hard without the 
loSS of any Stored data. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide a 

design layout for a memory cell Structure wherein increased 
channel lengths can be achieved on the active areas of the 
Structure without loSS of capacitor contact area. 
A still further object of the present invention is to provide 

a design layout for a memory cell Structure wherein 
increased channel lengths can be achieved, while maintain 
ing maximum contact area for the bitline contacts and 
capacitor contacts. 
An even further object of the present invention is to 

provide a design layout for a dense memory cell that results 
in a structure having improved operational properties asso 
ciated therewith. 

These and other objects and advantages are achieved in 
the present invention by utilizing multiple offsets in the 
Wordline to enable the connection of the bitline contacts and 
capacitor contacts to the diffusion regions in the Substrate. 
The unique offsets employed in the present invention 
include a conventional wiggled wordline offset which is 
used to maximize channel length of the array device on the 
active areas and to permit maximum contact area for the 
bitline contact, and additional offsets which provide maxi 
mum contact area for both the capacitor and the bitline 
diffusion contacts. 
The combination of offsets employed in the present 

invention is referred to herein as a "double wiggled wordline 
offset'. The standard wordline offset, i.e., wiggled wordline 
offset of the prior art, allows a maximum contact area for the 
bitline contacts at the expense of the contact area of the 
capacitor contact. To overcome this problem, additional 
offsetting is employed in the present invention to ensure that 
the distance between neighboring contacts is the Same, while 
the capacitor contacts and bitline contacts on the active areas 
have a much larger distance than the other contacts. 

Specifically, the design layout of the present invention 
provides a Semiconductor memory Structure that comprises 
horizontally arranged wordlines, Vertically arranged bitlines, 
and Sub-8F memory cells in a semiconductor Substrate, said 
memory cells comprising 

a transfer gate transistor having a Source region and a 
drain region formed in Said Substrate and a gate 
electrode, 
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a memory cell Stacked Storage capacitor, 
a wordline conductor portion contacting Said gate 

electrode, Said wordline gate conductor portion form 
ing part of one of Said wordlines, 

a bitline contact to Said Source region, Said bitline contact 
connecting Said Source region to one of Said bitlines, 
and 

a capacitor contact between Said capacitor and Said drain 
region, wherein for at least one of Said cells, Said bitline 
contact and Said capacitor contact are positioned at a 
distance from each other greater than from Said bitline 
contact to a closest contact of another of Said cells and 
greater than from Said capacitor contact to a closest 
contact of another of Said cells. 

In one preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
memory cells are 6F memory cells. 

In yet another preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, at least one of the Wordlines has an average width 
and Said wordline conductor portion has a width greater than 
the average width. 

In above described memory Structure, the design layout is 
Such that the channel length of the transfer device is maxi 
mized and the contact areas of both the bitline contact and 
the capacitor contact are maximized. The above-mentioned 
properties are achieved in the present invention by utilizing 
a conventional wiggled wordline offset coupled with offset 
ting one column of capacitor contacts in one direction, while 
offsetting an alternating column of capacitor contacts in an 
opposite direction. In the present invention, the capacitor 
contacts are offset in the vertical direction. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a prior art 6F memory cell layout (top view). 
FIG. 2 is an expanded View of the top, right hand portion 

of FIG. 1 showing regions A, B, C and D. 
FIG. 3 is a top view of a prior art wiggled wordline cell 

arrangement. 
FIG. 4 is a top view of a memory structure design of the 

present invention in which a double wiggled wordline offset 
is employed. 

FIG. 5 is an expanded view of the memory structure 
design of the top, right hand portion of FIG. 4. 

FIG. 6 is a top view illustrating how the capacitor contacts 
are offset in the present invention So as to achieve maxi 
mized contact area for the capacitor contacts. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

The present invention which provides a novel design 
layout for a dense memory Structure having maximized 
channel lengths as well as maximized contact areas for both 
the bitline contact and the wordline contact will now be 
described in more detail by referring to FIGS. 4-6 of the 
present invention. 

Before discussing these drawings in greater detail, it 
should be noted that the novelty of the present invention 
resides in the arrangement, i.e., design layout, of the various 
elements, not in the integration Scheme that is used in 
making the Same. Instead, the elements shown in memory 
Structure of the present invention are made utilizing any 
conventional integration Scheme that is capable of making a 
sub-8F memory structure. 

Moreover, the elements of the inventive structure are 
composed of conventional materials that are also well 
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4 
known to those skilled in the art. Since the integration 
Scheme used in making the memory Structure and the 
composition of the elements are well known to those skilled 
in the art, a detail discussion regarding each is not provided 
herein. 

Now turning to FIG. 4, there is shown the inventive 
design layout of the present invention. Specifically, FIG. 4 
illustrates the inventive design layout for a sub-8F memory 
Structure which includes horizontally arranged wordlines 20, 
vertically arranged bitlines 22, and sub-8F memory cells. In 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention, each of the 
memory cells present in the structure is a 6F memory cell. 
AS is shown in FIG. 4, the Wordlines are arranged So that 

they jog about the various contact regions of the memory 
cells. This wordline jog is achieved in the present invention 
by utilizing a conventional wiggled wordline offsetting 
Scheme in which the gate length on the active region 24 is 
made larger than 1F, while adjusting the channel length on 
the isolation region to 1F. In FIG. 4, the contact areas of the 
capacitor contacts and the bitline contacts have been 
adjusted So that the contacts in the active regions are larger 
than the distance between each neighboring contact. 

It should be noted that some of the components that 
make-up the memory cells shown in the drawings of the 
present invention are not labeled since many of the memory 
components are beneath the elements shown in the draw 
ings. Moreover, Some of the components of the memory cell 
Such as Source/drain regions are formed in the Surface of a 
Semiconductor Substrate. 
The Semiconductor Substrate employed in the present 

invention is comprised of any conventional Semiconducting 
material Such as Si, SiGe, InAS, InP and other III/V com 
pounds or layered structures such as Si/SiGe or Si/SiO/Si. 
The Substrate can be of the n or p-type depending on the 
desired device to be fabricated. The substrate may contain 
various active regions, isolation regions and other like 
regions that are commonly employed in fabricating a 
memory cell. 
The memory cells in the inventive design layout comprise 

a transfer gate transistor having a Source region and a drain 
region formed in a Surface of a Semiconducting Substrate and 
a gate electrode. These later regions are referred to herein as 
the active area of the memory cell and are labeled as region 
24 in the drawings of the present invention. In FIG. 4, L, 
represents the length of the gate polysilicon and the channel 
of the array device. The memory cells also include a memory 
cell Stacked Storage capacitor and, a wordline conductor 
portion contacting the gate electrode. In accordance with the 
present invention, the Wordline gate conductor portion forms 
part of one of the wordlines. Each memory cell also includes 
a bitline contact 26 which is connected to the underlying 
Source region. The bitline contact connects the underlying 
Source region to one of Said bitlines. Each cell also includes 
a capacitor contact 28 positioned between the capacitor and 
the drain region. 

In order to overcome the drawbacks mentioned with prior 
art Wiggled wordline offset arrangements, the design layout 
shown in FIG. 4 utilizes a doubled wiggled wordline offset 
to maximize the channel gate length and to maximize the 
contact areas of both the bitline contact and the capacitor 
contact, while maintaining the distance between neighboring 
contacts the same. 

Maximization is achieved in the present invention by 
Setting the channel length of the gate conductor greater than 
1F and greater than the length of the channel length on the 
isolation regions. That is, in the inventive layout, the 
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memory cells are arranged So that the distance between 
neighboring contacts is the same, while the capacitor contact 
and the bitline contact in the active areas have a much larger 
distance. 

These features of the inventive structure will now be 
described in more detail by referring to FIG. 5. Specifically, 
FIG. 5 is an expanded view of the top, right hand portion of 
the structure illustrated in FIG. 4. As shown in FIG. 5, the 
distance of the capacitor contact and bitline contact, repre 
Sented as AB, is greater than the distance between neigh 
boring contacts BC, CD and DA, which contacts are sepa 
rated by the same distance. 
AS Stated above, a wiggled wordline offset, as shown in 

FIG. 5, is employed in achieving maximized channel length 
on active region AB. FIG. 6 illustrates the other offsetting 
that is employed in the present invention to achieve maxi 
mized contact areas for the capacitor contacts and the bitline 
contacts. Specifically, during the course of fabricating the 
capacitor contacts, a lithographic pattern that is capable of 
offsetting each alternating column of capacitor contacts is 
employed So that one column of capacitor contacts is offset 
in one direction, See FIG. 6, whereas the alternating column 
of capacitor contacts are offset in the opposite direction as 
the previously offset column of capacitor contacts. 

The above-mentioned capacitor contact offsetting ensures 
that the distance between any neighboring contacts is the 
same, i.e., BC=CD=DA, and that AB is greater than BC, CD 
or DA. That is, the capacitor contact offsetting allows for 
maximized contact area for the capacitor contacts. No con 
Striction of the capacitor contacts, as Seen in FIG. 3, is 
observed utilizing the inventive design layout of the present 
invention. 

The design layout of the present invention which includes 
a combination of a conventional waggled wordline offset 
and a capacitor contact offset is leSS Sensitive to overlay 
variations between wordline and active area as compared to 
any prior art design layouts heretofore known to applicants. 
Moreover, the inventive design layout enables the channel 
length to be increased, without constricting the contact area 
of the capacitor contacts. Thus, the inventive design layout 
provides an advancement in the art inasmuch as the inven 
tive layout provides improved data retention and contact 
resistance as compared to prior art memory Structures that 
are based only on a wiggled wordline configuration. 
While this invention has been particularly shown and 

described with respect to preferred embodiments thereof, it 
will be understood by those skilled in the art that the 
foregoing and other changes in forms and details may be 
made without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the 
present invention. It is therefore intended that the present 
invention not be limited to the exact forms and details 
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described and illustrated, but fall within the scope of the 
appended claims. 
Having thus described our invention in detail, what we 

claim as new and desire to Secure by the Letters Patent is: 
1. A Semiconductor memory Structure comprising 

wordlines, bitlines, and sub-8F memory cells in a semicon 
ductor Substrate, each of Said memory cells comprising: 

a transfer gate transistor having a Source region and a 
drain region formed in Said Substrate and a gate 
electrode, 

a memory cell Stacked Storage capacitor, 
a wordline conductor portion contacting Said gate 

electrode, Said wordline gate conductor portion form 
ing part of one of Said wordlines, 

a bitline contact to Said Source region, Said bitline contact 
connecting Said Source region to one of Said bitlines, 
and 

a capacitor contact between Said capacitor and Said drain 
region, wherein each alternating column of capacitor 
contacts of Said memory cells are offset in opposing 
directions and for at least one of Said cells, Said bitline 
contact and Said capacitor contact are positioned at a 
distance from each other greater than from Said bitline 
contact to a closest contact of another of Said cells and 
greater than from Said capacitor contact to a closest 
contact of another of Said cells thereby maximizing (i) 
channel gate length of Said transfer gate transistor and 
(ii) contact areas of both said bitline contact and said 
capacitor contact. 

2. The memory Structure of claim 1 wherein at least one 
of Said wordlines has an average width and a width at Said 
Wordline conductor portion greater than Said average width. 

3. The memory structure of claim 1 wherein said memory 
cells are 6F memory cells. 

4. The memory structure of claim 1 wherein said word 
lines are arranged horizontally in rows. 

5. The memory structure of claim 1 wherein said bitlines 
are arranged vertically in columns. 

6. The memory cell structure of claim 1 wherein said 
Wordlines jog about Said bitline contacts and capacitor 
COntactS. 

7. The memory structure of claim 1 wherein said semi 
conductor substrate is composed of Si, SiGe, GaAs, InP, 
InAs, Si/SiGe or Si/SiO/Si. 

8. The memory structure of claim 1 wherein said transfer 
gate has a gate length L. 

9. The memory structure of claim 8 wherein L is greater 
than a length of a wordline on an isolation region. 

10. The memory structure of claim 1 wherein neighboring 
contacts are separated by equal distances. 
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